
Your
Vented
Attic

Costs You
$$$

Your attic costs $$ by:
Wasting your energy $$

Making your upstairs an oven &
basement a freezer in summer

Being an unused storage space

(443) 219-3626

C & R INSULATION, LLC

Have C & R INSULATION experts
evaluate your attic conditions & provide
you with proven ways to convert your
wasteful attic into a Green Attic!

Making your family sick

Info@sprayed-in.com

Receive a Free attic energy &
health inspection when you call
and mention this offer!

C & R INSULATION, LLC

(443) 219-3626



Your attic causes these problems:

“I don’t have enough
storage space”

Solution: A C & R Insulation Attic blocks out hot & freezing outdoor
air thus creating a new place to store all your stuff.  Your new attic storage
area can free up your garage space (so you can finally park your car in
it) or a spare closet or get rid of your paid storage space.  Celebrate by
putting your holiday stuff up into your new conditioned attic storage space!

Problem: You can’t store your
nice things in your attic because
extreme temperatures-0º in winter
to 130º in summer- can easily
damage your valuable property.

Solution: A C & R Insulation Attic prevents hot & cold outdoor air
from penetrating into your home through the attic. Our insulation system
prevents roof surface heat from baking your attic & your HVAC ducts.
You’ll save energy, $$ and slow global warming. That’s 3 times Green.

“My energy bills are
too high”

Problem: Your attic blasts hot air
in summer & cold air in winter down
into your home increasing your
energy costs.

Solution: A C & R Insulation Attic prevents billions of outdoor germs
from entering your attic. Keeping those unhealthy germs out of your attic
prevents them from entering into your home & making your family sick.

“My family gets sick
 every winter”

Problem: Your attic constantly sucks
in billions of outdoor bacteria, viruses &
mold. Then it blows those germs down
into your home’s air making you sick.

Solution: C & R Insulation Attic eliminates your 130º attic oven!  Your
new “cool” attic frees up your A/C from overcooling the upstairs so now
it won’t be dumping tons of excess freezing air down into your basement.
You’ll now enjoy cool upper floors and a comfortable basement.

“My upstairs is hot
  & my basement  is a
  freezer in summer”

Problem: Your 130º attic oven
bakes your upper floors forcing
your A/C to overcool them.  This
excess frigid air then drops down into
your basement making it into a freezer!
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A/C over-cools upstairs-that frigid air drops
down into your basement = Freezing Igloo
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can’t block 130º attic heat
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Attic vents suck
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Attic “bakes” your air
conditioning ducts = A/C air
is warmer & cools slower
wasting energy & your $$

Sun heats roof to 130º-
that heat bleeds into the
attic making it an oven
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C & R Insulation Attic
(Summer)

Attic isn’t “baking” your air
conditioning ducts so A/C air
is colder = so it cools your
home quicker using less
energy & saving you $$

Sealing insulation
blocks roof heat
from baking attic
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Sealing insulation blocks
out hot outdoor air

A/C doesn’t overcool upstairs=
   No more freezing basement!
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Here are C & R Insulation solutions:
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Upper Floors &
Attic are Cooler

Upper Floors &
Attics are Hotter


